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Note that not all features described are present in older versions of STS.
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The Theradex Specimen Tracking System is integrated within a study in Rave. Access to Rave is granted by
invitation from CTSU. Contact your RSS site administrator or CTSU to ensure you are on the site roster for
your study with the role of Rave Clinical Research Associate (CRA) for each protocol you need to enter
data. For certain older studies, Theradex will need to grant you an additional Rave role for each study
named “CRA Specimen Tracking” after CTSU has sent the EDC invitation for the regular CRA role. The
training required to gain access to STS can be taken through CTSU’s CLASS system or via a video
presentation supplied by Theradex, again depending on the study. Please contact
STS.Support@theradex.com to clarify what is appropriate for your study’s requirements.
Log into Rave via the CTEP-IAM portal
1. Please delete your browser’s cookies.
2. Go to this link: https://login.imedidata.com/selectlogin. Always use this link for access to iMedidata and
Rave. The next time you use this link, you will be taken straight to the screen in step 4. Initially, you
will see the screen in step 3.
3. In the resulting screen (step 3), do not enter a username or password but instead choose CTEPIAM IdP from the “Please choose your Portal or Identity Provider.” Click the Select button
(highlighted in yellow).
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4. Login with your CTEP-IAM username and password on the resulting screen:

5. When logging in for the first time, create a new iMedidata account or link to your existing
iMedidata account.

6. Once you are in iMedidata, you may see a required eLearning on the right side of the window that
you must take to gain access to Rave. It will give you a 25-minute introduction to using Rave.
Theradex Oncology
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Specimen Tracking System Overview

Specimen tracking system was initially designed in conjunction with the Biopathology Center at
Nationwide Children's Hospital. In earlier protocols they were known as the ETCTN Biorepository.
Currently they have an NCI contract as the EET Biobank (Early-Phase and Experimental Clinical Trials
Biospecimen Bank).
The Specimen Tracking System is made up of several parts. It is important to complete all the specimen
tracking forms for every specimen collected from a participant. The system’s programming depends on
responses on the Histology & Disease form found in the Enrollment folder. Be sure this form is
completed before entering specimen data. The remaining forms are located in the All Specimens folder.
***Important – If the Histology & Disease form is not completed, the other forms/steps of STS will not
function properly***

Summary of current STS process:
1. Go to Enrollment folder and complete the Histology & Disease form.
2. Go to the All Specimens folder.
3. Complete the Specimen Consent form, if required by your protocol.
4. Complete the Specimen Tracking Enrollment form for each specimen.
5. Complete the Print Labels form. Labels will be sent to user’s email address. Older studies do not
have this form. Please see page 13 on printing labels.
6. Open the Specimen (#) folder within the All Specimens folder. The number corresponds to the log
line in the Specimen Tracking Enrollment form.
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7. Complete the Specimen Transmittal form.
8. Complete the Shipping Status form when specimen is ready to ship.
9. Print the Shipping List report to send with the specimens (see page 19). Put the shipping list
report and hardcopies of relevant pathology reports in the box with the specimens.
10. Return to the Shipping Status form and click the click the checkbox to have an email alert sent to
the destination that specimen is on its way. This is done one time per shipment.
Specimen Tracking System User Guide with screenshots
1. In the Enrollment folder, confirm the Histology & Disease form has been completed for the
participant. This is the first step in Specimen Tracking and always needs to be completed before
entering specimen data. Fields in red are required fields. If not completed, fill these out.

Notes:
o

SNOMED Disease Term/Code is required for STS functionality
 If you double-click into the field an alphabetical search list populates.
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o

The EET Biobank requires the Pathology report for tissue specimens

o

The upload of pathology and other reports depends on the protocol, however if the only
samples collected are blood samples, these reports are generally not needed.


Any report must have PHI redacted and should also have the participant ID and
UPID displayed on it
•

An extra specimen label is an easy way to get these IDs onto the report

2. Return to the participant level by clicking the tab with the participant ID and open the All
Specimens folder.
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3. Complete the Specimen Consent form if required for your study. This form may be absent if not
required by your protocol.

•

Add a new log line for each consent change. Some protocols require a consent record for
each timepoint of specimen collection. Therefore, add as many rows as needed.

4. On the Specimen Tracking Enrollment form, complete the Primary Diagnosis Disease Group one
time, and then add a new log line for each specimen.
Note: Each specimen type (including differences in the container) should be on a separate log line.
For example, stained and unstained slides should be on two log lines, and blood collected in
different tube types, but collected for the same collection time point, should also be on separate
lines.
To open the first row, click the edit pencil at the right side of row 1:
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a. Number of labels for each specimen can include more than is needed for the specimen
containers
•

Extra labels can be applied to reports to be uploaded – whether on this form or
the Histology and Disease form

b. Additional rows can be added by selecting “Add a new Log line” at the bottom of the screen
c. Rows can be inactivated by selecting “Inactivate” and entering the row number
Note: If using the Print Labels form, once the Specimen Tracking Enrollment form is saved, the
number of labels cannot be updated on this form. If a change is needed to the number of labels,
update on the Print Labels form.

The label printing process has been updated for recent studies to utilize the
Print Labels form. Follow the next steps for these studies. See step 12 for
older studies that do not include the Print Labels form.
5. In the All Specimens folder, open the Print Labels form (the example below shows opening from
the Specimen Tracking Enrollment form).
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6. Select the Label Layout as One label per page (for special purpose label printers) or Multiple labels
per page. Newer studies default to Multiple Labels. Note red instruction just above “Label Layout”.
In older studies, multiple labels per page is not defaulted and you must select a label layout for
printing to function. If you are using the most recent version, multiple labels will be the default,
but can be changed to single if needed. Do not save at this point – save after making all
selections.

7. There are two ways to print labels - choose one method.
a. Printing labels by manual selection – the user can select individual Specimen IDs by clicking
the checkbox under the column Print.
OR
b. Printing labels by selecting Available Protocol Timepoints.
Note: On the Print Labels form, Click on Edit Pencil to edit the fields in the loglines.
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8. Printing labels by manual selection

a. How many labels is populated with default values from the Specimen Tracking
Enrollment form. The user has the option to override and store a new value here, however
this may cause a delay in label generation. If a change is needed to the number of
labels, always update on the Print Labels form.
b. Print (multiple selections allowed) - Check this checkbox if you would like to generate a QR
Code label for a given specimen ID.
c. Click Save button. Once the user saves the form, the following two emails will be
generated.
i. One email will be sent with the actual QR Code pdf attached in the email. Open the
attached pdf in Acrobat Adobe reader and follow the printing instructions.
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ii. A second email will be generated and sent to the user with an active link to
download the QR code pdf. User can copy / paste the link into a browser or click on
the active link and pdf will be downloaded in the download folder.

10. Printing labels by Available Protocol Timepoints.

a. Select one of the Available Protocol Timepoints from the dropdown.
Theradex Oncology
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b. Click the Save button. Once the user saves the form, the system will generate the same two
emails shown above for manual selection, however these will include the timepoints that
match the user selected values.
11. Collect the specimen(s), apply labels to the specimen(s), and hand write the date and optional time
on the label.
For older studies not using the Print Label form:
12. Return to the participant’s main screen and print the specimen labels report (the report is
available in EDC at both the participant and site levels). Collect the specimen(s), apply labels to the
specimen(s), and hand write the date and optional time on the label.

Note when printing the labels, you do not need to specify the collection date – just the protocol
timepoint. This holds true even if you print labels after entering the collection date in the
Specimen Transmittal form. The labels must be printed to PDF, and that document sent to a
local computer.
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Specimen Data Entry for all studies
13. Return to the All Specimens folder. After adding the logline to the Specimen Tracking Enrollment
form, a folder will have populated for the specific specimen. Open each folder and complete the
forms.
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14. Complete Specimen Transmittal form for each specimen (in each specimen folder).

Notes:
1. If changes are needed to the Protocol Timepoint, Specimen Category and Specimen
Type, the changes need to be made on the corresponding Specimen Tracking
Enrollment log line.
2. Not all fields are relevant for all specimens.
3. Critical (required) fields are in red font.
4. Specimen Source
• If the specimen is blood, select Blood from drop down
• Detail about the blood collection must be entered in the free text associated
specify field – it is perfectly acceptable to simply enter “General Blood Draw”

5. After the Specimen Transmittal form is saved, the folder name in the upper left corner
will update with the Date Specimen Collected and Specimen Type.
Theradex Oncology
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15. Complete the Shipping Status form for each specimen when specimen is ready to ship. Click the
edit pencil on the Shipping Status logline for the first record.
Note that the column headers in red font are required and must be completed for each specimen.
Typically, there will only be one log line completed on this form, unless the specimen recorded on
the Specimen Transmittal is being sent to different destinations. Each Specimen Status log line
corresponds to a line item on the Shipping List report. The number of items sent must be the
same as the number of samples (of that specific sample) put in the box to send to the lab.

The items circled in red below need to have the response selected from the drop-down list
provided. The field has an arrow to the right which indicates this is a drop-down list of responses.
Be careful entering tracking numbers to be sure there are no extraneous spaces within the
tracking number or at the end of the tracking number. These spaces can lead to issues with the
Shipping List printing.
Note that the Shipping Source field always has your site at the top. Also note that the “Notice sent
to” field changes based on the entry made in the Destination field above it. If the Destination drop
down does not populate, go back to the Histology & Disease form and be sure it is completed.
Do not click the checkbox for “Send Email Alert” until you have the box ready to go. A shipment
box can include more than one specimen, and even specimens from multiple participants. See
page 21 when ready to send the alert.
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16. If shipping multiple specimens in the same shipment, complete the Copy Shipping form for
subsequent samples after the Shipping Status form has been completed for the first sample. The
Copy Shipping form will retrieve the information previously entered and copy it into the Shipping
Status form for the subsequent samples. In order to use this form, there needs to be a tracking
number entered on another sample’s Shipping Status form. This form requires refreshing each
time it is utilized.
Summary of steps to utilize the Copy Shipping form when multiple specimens are being shipped
together using one tracking number. Details following this list.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Enter specimen(s) on the Specimen Tracking Enrollment form.
Open Specimen (#) folder
Complete the Specimen Transmittal form.
Complete the Shipping Status form.
Return to Specimen Tracking Enrollment form and enter the next specimen.
Open the Specimen (#) folder.
Complete the Specimen Transmittal form.
Open the Copy Shipping form and select the tracking number that you entered previously
and Save.
Open the Shipping Status form and enter any missing data.
Repeat steps 5-9 for additional specimens associated with the same tracking number.

After completing data entry for the first sample in the shipment, go to the specimen folder that
does not yet have a Shipping Status form completed. Each time you use the Copy Shipping form,
you must refresh the table by clicking one of the radio buttons at the top. If you have used the
form before, the radio buttons will not appear until you click the edit pencil icon on the far right.
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In many cases, you will be shipping specimens from a single participant in the box – we
recommend you click the “Tracking Numbers From the Current Patient” in that case. You must
click Save after choosing one of the radio buttons – only then will the list of tracking
numbers be updated. Note: Once the table has been populated with tracking numbers from all
participants at your site, you cannot go back to the current singular participant.
You may sort the columns of the table by clicking their header – sorting by date is usually very
helpful. When many shipments have been made, and especially if you have included specimen
shipments from all participants at your site, you will likely have more than one page of tracking
numbers. The scope of a sort by date or tracking number is only one page at a time, so be sure to
use the pagination controls at the bottom of the table to locate the proper view of the table.
Depending on various internal Rave processes, you may need to click the edit pencil on the row
with the checkbox of the tracking number you want to copy into the Shipping Status record of
the current specimen.

When you save the form after clicking the appropriate checkbox from the table, the shipping
status data from the selected tracking number and date will copy into the new specimen’s
Shipping Status form.
a. After copying the Shipping Status form, you will still need to edit the form to enter the
number of samples sent – the form will have a query until this is entered. You might also
need to update the Shipping Conditions.
b. Remember, do not send the email alert until all specimens have been added to the relevant
tracking number.
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When you initialize the Copy Shipping form for all participants, it is much more important to sort by date
to find your tracking number. In the unsorted list from UAT, the record we want is in the middle.

By clicking the Shipped Date column header several times, you change the order of the displayed list.
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17. Print the Shipping List report from the Site level.
a. Click back to site and select the Shipping List in the Report box at the bottom of the screen.

b. Click the dropdown arrow next to Tracking Number and select the Tracking Number for
your sample. A tracking number will be on the drop-down list only if a Shipping Status form
has been completed using that number (see step 8 and 9 above). Entering a tracking
number only on a Copy Shipping form does not allow for a Shipping List report to be
generated.
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c. Click Submit Report at top of screen.

The report will print to PDF. It can be located in your computer’s Download folder and attached to
an email or printed on a printer. See the Appendix for additional information on the Shipping List.
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18. Double check that the specimen ID and the specimen type on the container matches the line item
on the Shipping List.
The number sent on the shipping list must correspond to the number of that specific sample that
will be sent in box. If there are any discrepancies, data on the Specimen Tracking Enrollment,
Specimen Transmittal and/or Shipping Status forms should be reviewed and corrected before
samples are sent. Labels and/or shipping list can be re-printed after the data is corrected to
ensure the correct labels and shipping list are sent with the samples.
19. Put shipping list report and hardcopies of relevant pathology reports in the box with the
specimens.
20. Return to one of the completed Shipping Status records (do this for just one specimen per
shipment), open the log line and click the checkbox to have an email alert sent to the destination
and save form.

21. Ship the specimen(s).
22. If queries are noticed on the Receiving Status form when completing the Specimen Tracking
forms, check the Shipping Status form for errors and address them on the Shipping Status form.
If there is a Rave system query on the Shipping Status form indicating that the tracking number is
duplicated, the log line(s) need to be inactivated so there is only one line per tracking number
23. After the EET Biobank receives the specimens, you may check the Receiving Status form for a
status update. The fields highlighted in yellow will be updated via an integration with the EET
Biobank’s internal systems. The number of samples listed in Shipping Status will correspond to
the number of loglines in Receiving Status.
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Tips and Troubleshooting
Histology & Disease form is needed for programming and is found in the Enrollment folder.
Required fields are in red font. Always populate these fields.
Form names are bolded.
If labels do not print, check that the Label Layout is complete. Newer studies default this field.
Newer studies make use of the Print Labels form. Older studies do not have this form. Please follow
the instructions on page # for these studies.
If a field has an arrow to the right, this indicates there is a drop-down list of responses. Keying in a
response will result in a non-conformant error. You can start typing and available responses will
display. Select from the displayed responses.
Be sure to read information at the top of the form in Rave for any reminders or study specific notes.
Appendix
Shipping List Report Mapping
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